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An Open Letter to Every Man who Leaves Wife/Kids Because
He is ‘Gay’
Dear ____,
Bless you for finally being open about your same-sex attraction. That is a brave step and I pray that
God and a faithful community will honor your confession. You have a big part to play in whether
your honesty honors you and your loved ones.
What you are admitting is that you have desires that seem to conflict with loving your wife and
children. That is different from assuming a ‘gay’ identity. As we are sons of the one Father, made
in His image, we can agree that God sees us not as ‘homosexuals’ but as His men. He calls all
men to live in right relationship with our brothers and to choose (or not) to express our sexuality in
a loving bond with a particular woman and to open together to the new lives created by marital
love.
Guess what? You made that choice! What best defines our sexual humanity is not our feelings but
our capacity to make sound, thoughtful decisions about what we do with our sexuality. Your choice
to marry and to have children defines you far more powerfully than same-sex attraction. Plus, the
person you said ‘yes’ to with your body and the lives you fathered need you. Your freedom
depends on it. You will never find happiness outside of your faithfulness to these relationships.
You say you hoped that marriage would resolve your same-sex attraction. It does not. In fact, it
tends to highlight the many desires that conflict with being faithful to our loved ones. That is where
love finds its most perfect expression. Your same-sex attraction is the tool God wants to use to
teach you to love others because they are worthy of love, not because all your needs are being
met. Welcome to ‘the club of men with conflicting desires’; welcome to the Cross whereby we
surrender worldly dreams and mobilize for real people, real love.
I am surprised you never sought out any help for your same-sex attraction. God wants to use your
‘secret’ to cause you to grow through conflicting desires, not in spite of them. You have not
exhausted the depths of the help available to you through Courage or the Restored Hope Network.
The question is: will your honesty lead you to repentance or will it be an excuse to leave your loved
ones for the ‘gay’ life? You are already playing victim. Don’t. You are not one. You can make
choices for fidelity in the full light of your same-sex attraction.
Doubtless, many persons today will champion you ‘coming out’ as an act of bravery. Get real. If
your honesty results in divorce, you act like a coward and subject your loved ones to grave
injustice. St. John of the Cross said: ‘In the end, we will be judged by love.’ In light of your
admitted weakness, choose love, real love and so prepare for eternity today. If you choose your
‘gay’ freedom instead, you will inflict damage on all you influence and will suffer eternal
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consequence.
We do not choose our desires but we choose what we do with them. Choose well friend. Please
feel free to contact us at Desert Stream/Living Waters if you want to talk through your options.
Don’t get lost in our cultural confusion. Last week, a new study came out that documented how
gay unions in the USA have doubled in the last 25 years. Don’t be a casualty. Don’t make loved
ones a casualty. I urge you to think and act and love like a Christian. Bless you friend. Hope we will
hear from you.
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